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welcome
to escape studios!
We look forward to you joining our community of students
who have studied at Escape Studios and have gone on to
have successful careers in the creative industries.
This info pack gives you vital information during your time
with us.
For those of you reading the physical version of this
document, we would recommend opening the digital copy
that was emailed to you and hit the links that way or check
out the current Student section on the website.

So, without further ado, let’s get started.
Are you ready Player One?

Escapee [i-ske-pee] noun.
One who believes beauty is ray-tracing,
happiness is multi-core and nothing is ugly
- it is just low poly.
From the Davenport Unabridged Dictionary.
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FACES AND ROLES TO KNOW

Student experience
The Student Experience Team are here to help you have an enjoyable and productive stay
at Escape Studios. If you require assistance whilst at Escape, Martina, Tom, Lorenzo,
Clíodhna and Jess are here to try and help. You’ll also have a programme tutor and a
personal tutor, you can find more info in your Programme Handbook.
To contact Student Experience, drop the team an email on
studentexperience@escapestudios.com

The Dean and deputy Dean of Escape
Two of the most important faces at Escape are that of our
Dean: Ian Palmer and our Deputy Dean: Saint John Walker.
They are available to our students for any issues that
cannot be resolved by Student Services or Student
Experience and they have regular contact with the
students via Town Halls and Student Representation
meetings.

The tech Team
No studio could run without its Tech Team and we are no exception. They are so
important they have their own section later in this book! But for this introduction, we
would like to introduce you to Kin, David, Malcolm, Phil and Victor who, if your Studio
Assistant cannot help with the IT issue you are having, these guys will be the next port of
call. Details on how to contact them can be found on page 14.
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Student SERVICES
The Student Services team is located on the first floor and is available from 9:00 until 17:00.
Student Services is your first port of call for any enquiries about your study at the College.
They offer advice and information on a wide range of aspects centered around college life
such as:

Enrolment questions
Timetable information

Lost ID Cards
Fees and finance queries

Stamps and certification

Course information

Accommodation queries

Extenuating circumstances

Attendance and absence queries
Assessment information
General enquiries

Results enquiries
Applying for Student Central
Student status letters for council tax,
exemptions, bank accounts

Students with additional learning needs
If you have any additional learning needs, Student Services can provide guidance on
what support is available to you both within the College and externally. Let them know
your needs as early as possible so you can get the support you require to be able to
complete your studies comfortably and productively.

Hardship Fund
If you are experiencing unforeseen financial difficulties which are affecting your ability to
continue your studies, you can apply for the Pearson College London Hardship Fund.
Awards are in the region of £250, but in exceptional cases a larger award may be offered.
Should you wish to contact them, please
email studentservices@pearsoncollege.com or call 020 7190 4312/5143

Your wellbeing & support network
We care about your wellbeing and want you to be happy while succeeding in your studies.
We want you to feel supported and be confident if you need to reach out for help.
Have a look at the number of ways we can offer you support.

college counsellors
To support our students with mental and emotional wellness,
as we all know life can be stressful at times, we have college
counsellors who can be contacted to arrange a free,
confidential* counselling session to talk over anything that may
be causing you concern.
*Within legal and ethical guidelines. This will be explained to you when you first get in
touch.

Chavi

Lead Student Counsellor

To refer for counselling please complete the form here:
https://live.uniticms.com/pearson/
The counsellors also offer a drop-in service, so if you’d rather
have a one-off chat when you feel you need it, use this link to
book in: http://pearsoncollegecode.com
If you have any questions, you can contact our Lead Student
Counsellor, Chavi, at chave.sufrin@pearson.com

London Nightline

We have partnered up with London Nightline who are a confidential listening, support
and practical information service for students during term time.
You can talk to them about anything – big or small – in complete confidence. All their
volunteers are students themselves, who have undergone extensive training and who
understand that student life isn’t always plain sailing.
Visit nightline.org.uk for more information or give them a call on their helpline number
0207 631 0101.
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Talent Development
At Escape, we know that learning your tradecraft and software skills is only part of the
journey. The other significant part is getting you ready for the world of work and
improving your professional skills.
That’s where our Talent Development team and the Work Fit Programme comes into play.
This programme features two Work Fitness Weeks (October and February), where you will
gain insights and valuable knowledge from high-profile industry professionals at leading
VFX, Animation and Games studios; an end of term bootcamp in May and year-round
access to the Work Fitness Centre, home to a range of resources and videos designed to
improve all your core professional skills as well as
hosting the all-important events booking
calendar.
Get involved and start your journey
to becoming work fit.

Studio Assistants
The Studio Assistants are often present in the studio to assist the tutor and the class on a
day to day basis. If you have an issue in class, that doesn’t require a tutor’s input, then you
can ask your studio assistant.
Studio Assistants are also available after the class is complete to help with any
coursework problems you may have as well as helping to clear up anything that was not
fully understood in the lessons.

get involved
Pearson College Student Association (PCSA)
We are proud to have a fantastic Pearson College Student Association at the college that
is run for the students by the students. The main aim for the PCSA is to provide
something for everyone to make the most out of your time at the College.
They currently oversee a variety of societies such as the Esports, LGBTQ+ and Enactus
societies! Each of these societies is brought to life by the students themselves and anyone
can create one if you see a gap in the market. The school is very proud of all the hard
work these students put into creating these inclusive groups where students from
different backgrounds can mingle all together and enjoy the activities that they plan.
Many of the roles in the PCSA are voted for by the students of both Escape Studios and
Pearson Business School. The selected two will build a team to run the PCSA activities.
Everyone can vote, including the freshers which means YOU can get involved! Keep an
eye out for the campaign messages from the candidates during January and exercise
your democratic right to vote.
Check out the website below, join them on Facebook, or follow them on Instagram to see
all the fantastic things that are coming up. With that many options, there is no reason not
to miss out!
Website

Facebook

Instagram

Student Reps
There is a lot of ways you can get involved and improve the college whilst studying here.
One option is to become a Student Experience Associate (SEA) and represent your
student group at the Student Voice Forums (SVFs). You’ll be able to voice feedback from
your peers at these meetings in order to improve the experience at the college. In
addition to the SVF, there are other options such as the Academic Board, the School
Board, Review and Enhancement Committee (REC) and Research and the Scholarship
and Innovation Committee (RSIC).
Getting involved in any of these schemes is great as you will be able to make a positive
impact and it will look great on your CV!
We’ll provide more information on how to apply once you enrol.
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Student AMBASSADOR SCHEME
Another fantastic way to get involved in the College and earn alongside your studies is by
becoming a Student Ambassador!
How to boost your employability skills and add more to your CV as a Student Ambassador:
Work at numerous events, primarily on campus, but during certain times of the
year we require Student Ambassadors to represent Pearson College London at
off-campus events such as UCAS and Higher Education Fairs.
Build your confidence skills by speaking to prospective students about your
experience on your course and answering questions in-person and via The
Ambassador Platform.

Enhance your content creation skills through writing blogs, creating video
content and working closely with the Social Media and Communications Team.

Develop your Organisation skills by managing your available shifts time
alongside your studies.

The Student Ambassador scheme doesn't come with fixed hours, it all varies depending on
the number of events and shifts available each month. There is a variety of online and
in-person shifts too so you can get paid to work a shift from the comfort of your home!
(How good is that?!)
As a Student Ambassador you will be reliable, presentable and, most important, have a
passion for Pearson College London! More information about the scheme and how to
apply will be sent out during the next Recruitment window in the upcoming months.
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ACCESS AND PARTICIPATION
The Access and Participation team works to ensure that all students, regardless of their
background and circumstances, are supported to succeed at the College. Eligible
students have access to:

FUTURE LEADERS

A programme tailored to develop employability skills from day
one of your studies, through CV building, interview practice,
networking and professional mentoring from our industry
partner, Enterprise.

Wellbeing and
Inclusivity
Ambassadors

these roles exist to help students from a diverse range of
backgrounds communicate their views to staff, champion the
student voice in committees and collect feedback to improve
our programmes.

space for race

The team are launching a safe forum to discuss race, the
impacts it has on your learning, and how the College can
ensure that all students feel at home. These regular discussions
will be open to all and student-run.

study skills
tutors

A dedicated, experienced tutor is on hand to assist students
with developing their study skills and academic writing. This
may include time management, planning for assignments and
exams, and/or help with referencing and research.

bursaries

Additional financial support is available to certain students and
is based on household income or experience of local authority
care.

technology
support fund

Additional technology support is available to target groups,
such as loan laptops and/or WiFi dongles.

knowledge
exchange
researcher:

There is an ongoing project to evaluate the current practice of
work integrated learning at PCL and to maximise benefits for
students, which may impact the way programmes at PCL will
run in future. The Principal Researcher may reach out over the
course of this year for student participants, and the team would
love for the views of a diverse set of students to be represented
in shaping these future changes.
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NEW BEGINNINGS
welcome week
As you are already aware, we have planned a fantastic week of events to welcome you to
the College. The Student Experience team looks forward to welcoming you in person and
getting to meet as many of you as possible.
Welcome Week is a great opportunity to meet the Student Experience Team, as well as the
current PCSA and, probably the most important of all, your peers!
Building professional relationships is an important step for any student. We will help support you every step of the way by creating events and opportunities to meet and get to
know your fellow students who will likely be your future (precious) LinkedIn contacts.

first day
Your timetable will have been communicated to you by Student Services prior to classes
starting.
Please ensure you have a mask with you when visiting the campus as this rule will remain
(if you are exempt, please contact Student Services to receive an exemption badge).
If any other rules are in place, Student Services will contact students via email.

Do I need to do anything before my first day?
The only commitment we ask of you is to keep a watchful eye on your inbox for any communications from Student Services and Student Experience.
Do not forget to read the weekly newsletters! They are full of great news, events information, tips and tricks. If you are not receiving it, for any reason, please email Student Experience and we can investigate.

Location, location, location
There are a multitude of ways to get to us. These are the most popular:

Underground
The London Underground (or “The Tube”) can be your quickest way to traverse the
city if you are not coming from a local area.
There are two convenient tube stops to reach 190 High Holborn:
Holborn- serviced by the Central and Piccadilly lines (4 minute walk)
Tottenham Court Road - serviced by the Central and Northern Line (8 minute walk)
Covent Garden and Leicester Square are also quite close!

Where are you?
Our Campus is located at:
190 High Holborn,
London
WC1V 7BH

Please keep an eye on the government guidelines for travel advice:
guidelines Link
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Bus
Many buses serve the Holborn area, you can see the full list here.
https://tfl.gov.uk/bus/stop/4900008166W/new-oxford-street-high-holborn/
https://tfl.gov.uk/bus/stop/490008166Q/high-holborn/

Walking
If you live close by, you can always walk to Escape.
Nothing like some fresh air in the morning to clear the head.

Cycling
If you would rather not use public transport and arrive under your
own power, cycling can be one of the quickest ways around the city.
Bike racks are provided by Camden Council at the front
entrance to the College.
If you feel like splashing the cash and would like to pay to store your bike
securely there are some luxury bike racks that include parking.
If you do bring in a folding bike, please ensure it is stored somewhere
out of the way in the class.
We don’t want any anyone falling over it.
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technology troubleshooting
or “have you turned it off and on again?”
If you come across any technical issues, your first point of contact should
be a Studio Assistant. They will try their hardest to help solve any
problems you may have.
If a Studio Assistant is unable to fix
the issue then you will need to contact the

Tech Team.

our Escape Studios Support Articles might prove
useful to you. It contains things like
using the renderfarm and uploading to OneHub...
here’s the link:
https://pearsoncollege.zendesk.com/hc/en-gb/
much more Content will be continuously
added so bookmark it now!

tech support
You can contact them at: support@pearsoncollege.com
When emailing the Tech Team certain information
is needed to log the support ticket.
This includes:
Description of the issue (specify application and version)
Your Username and workstation name
Any error messages that occur, photos are ideal
Whether you were you in Windows or Linux
The time at which the issue occurred
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the good, the bad and the ugly
Be specific in terms of the description.
Examples of this would be:

Some types of issue can only be
diagnosed/fixed remotely.

"I am able to use my application but
not open the X: drive - it says 'domain
not available' when attempting to do
so. All other windows machines in the
same room have the same problem”

Workstation names begin with
PCLWKS and end in some digits.

"Substance painter gives an error
stating 'License not found' when
attempting to open in Windows"
"The computers have crashed" is too
general and so is NOT helpful and will
slow down the process.
In terms of information, the more the
better, even if it doesn't seem
significant.
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It can normally be found on a label
attached to the computer, or within
Windows by right-clicking the start
button, choosing “system” and looking
for “device name” directly under Device
Specifications.
Under Linux it can be found on
the lock screen (System -> Lock
Screen) or by typing "hostname"
into a terminal window.

internet access and wifi
Internet Access

WiFi

You may use the WiFi for your personal devices
You can access the Internet on your
by connecting to the PCL-WiFi network.
personal devices but you will need to
use your individual login details to
You’ll need to open your browser (a
sign in and agree to our usage policy phone/tablet will generally do so automatically
after a few seconds) and you’ll be redirected to
in order to be allowed to access the
a login screen.
internet connection.
The login details are the same as the ones you
This includes common-sense
use to log in to the lab computers.
provisions such as not accessing sites
For any problems, please raise a ticket by
that facilitate software piracy or
emailing
support@pearsoncollege.com with as
illegal/explicit content.
much detail about the issue as possible.
If your issue is connecting to this network,
please connect to PCL-Guest WiFi. This needs
no log-in and can enable you to raise a support
ticket. This WiFi is speed limited and should
only be used for the most basic tasks.
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projects and data
This information is most important whilst you are studying at the
campus. If you are using your own machine from home, you can have
any home directory size but we still recommend backing up your data
regularly!
Please keep your home directory under 200GB in size and bear in mind
that in some situations we might ask you to reduce the amount of data.
Also, it’s important to remember that we are NOT responsible for
backing up your data - you must ensure that you always have your own
up-to-date copies at all times.
Please also note that the desktop area should only be used for
shortcuts and very small files. You should not store projects or large
files on the desktop as this is not good practice.
Avoid using spaces or punctuation in folder/file names since this may
cause problems when attempting to use the Renderfarm.
Use your home share folder or X: drive to store this kind of data (and try
to keep things organised since that will make your life much easier).
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workstations
and user accounts
Each student will have a unique network login.
We will assign you a username and a generic
password that will be provided to you.
After changing your password on your initial
log-in, it is important that your new password is
not shared with anyone else. Should anyone else
become aware of your password, you are
recommended to change it immediately. You
should avoid sharing your log-in details with
anyone else as anything they do on your profile
will be attributed to you.
Studio computers have both Linux and Windows
10 available and your account will work on both
operating systems. Your tutor will advise which
operating system to log into for lessons and your
Studio Assistant will be on hand to help with any
questions you have.
Trust in the Force, young padawan!

wacom pens
Normally we would have a
detailed procedure on how to
borrow a Wacom pen.
Due to the uncertain times we
are currently in, we will have
more information on how you
can use Wacom pens at the
campus soon.
Rest assured, you will be able to
use Wacom pens at the campus
safely when needed.
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YOUR WORK
IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY

It is your responsibility to ensure
it is safe at all times. Whilst our
servers are robust, they are just
technology and all technology
can fail.
We would highly recommend
for each student to back-up their
work onto an external hard drive
or to another cloud-based
service, so, if the worst happens,
all your work is safe. This should
be done every time you leave
Escape.
The smallest drive we would
recommend is a 2TB hard drive.
This can be formatted at Escape.
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studio rules
At Escape, you will find that we do not have many rules.
Whilst that is said, the rules we do have are there for your own safety,
convenience and enjoyment at Escape.

1.

PUnctuality

Punctuality is always important and we ask all students to arrive in good time,
grab a seat and be comfortably set up, logged in and had that hit of caffeine (if
needed) before the lesson starts. No one wants to be the person disrupting the
class and shuffling down the row like someone who is late to the cinema.
eating

2.

No eating within the classrooms. We have a breakout space that can be used
for eating. No one wants crumbs around their workstations and the fact that we
all share the spaces at Escape means that we should respect each other not to
leave any mess around for others.

3.

drinks

Whilst we allow drinks to be taken into the studios, liquids and technology often
do not mix well. Please ensure there is a good lid on any bottles or cups so that, if
there is a spill, most of the contents will stay in the container. In fact we have just
the container for you, our Escape branded "lidded" mugs and water bottles!
Contact Student Experience to buy one and be the ultimate Escape student.

class times

4.

Please check your email for your class times as this can vary from class to class.

5.

No downloading of illegal or illicit material

This one doesn’t take a lot of explanation - please do not break any laws whilst
you are here.
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DISCORD rules
For those that are not aware of Discord, it is a group-chatting program that Escape
has been using since the start of 2020 (no prizes for guessing why).
This is a key way for students to stay in touch with one another outside of class for
things such as projects, coursework and general social.
As with the Studio Rules, we also have rules for the Discord environment.

1.

REAL NAMES ONLY

We are sure many of you have online accounts with aliases but, for our Discord, we
will ask you to please use your real name as your account name. This is to make it easy
to identify you in conversations and to ensure we know who is on our server. It can be
easier to make a new account if you do not want to use your real name on other
Discord accounts you already have. If you do not use your real name, you will be
asked to update it or be removed from the server.
UNDERSTAND THIS IS A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 2.
It can be easy to get carried away online. We have all done it. But please remember
this is a school Discord server so you should act as you would at the campus. Students
should be kind, respectful, and abstain from using swearing or derogatory language.
Unlike being in person at the campus, if you say something, or post something, it can
always be screenshotted and then reshared. Just take a moment to think before
hitting the “Enter” button.

3.

IF YOU SEE SOMETHING THAT IS OFFENSIVE, REPORT IT

The Discord channels are monitored by the Studio Assistants, Staff and the Admin
team. Should the worse happen and you need to report something, please reach out
to these members of staff for help.
GET YOUR SOCIAL ON 4.
On a lighter note, there are many social channels where you can chat, post memes
and share content so make sure you check them out!
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sick leave and attendance
We would hope that all students enjoy the College environment and
studying with their peers. Attendance is incredibly important and leads to a
fuller experience and better learning.
Escape Studios takes attendance very seriously and students can expect to
be contacted by Student Services if classes are missed. Attendance will be
recorded by our Studio Assistants for both in-studio and online classes so
please ensure your SA has noted your attendance.
When something happens that is unavoidable, which causes you to miss a
class, or two, you must email Student Services providing the reason for the
absence. If you are absent for 3+ lessons per module in a term, you must
complete and submit a completed Absence form with the relevant
evidence to Student Services.
The Absence form is available under:
Students > Current Students > Forms and Documents on the College
website.
Failure to email the College, or to complete the Absence form, will result in
this being counted as unauthorised and your minimum attendance level
may appear to not have been met.
More information is available in your
Programme Handbook.

Email:
studentservices@pearsoncollege.com
providing reasons for your absences

health and safety
We know that Health and Safety isn’t the most exciting thing in the
world but it has to be said. This could save your life in an emergency.

First aid

(or “Ouch, I appear to be bleeding!”)
We have multiple first aiders on site who have all been
trained by St John Ambulance to deal with any of the most
likely of injuries to occur in the workplace.
* PLEASE, DO NOT DO THIS.

Should you have an injury that is not life threatening, please
speak to a member of staff or at Reception for help.

If you should find someone that is in need of first aid, and they cannot help themselves, please
find a member of staff as soon as possible so a first aider can help.

Fire alarm

(or “What is that loud, annoying sound?!”)

The fire alarm is tested every Friday at 9.30am
(don’t say we didn’t warn you).

If you hear it at any other time, then there is an emergency. Should this occur, then please:
Leave the studios in an orderly manner and head towards the nearest fire exits (that are all
clearly marked).
Descend the stairs, do not use the lifts in an emergency. Gather at the designated
assembly point, Stukeley Street (located at the back of the building).
Please stay on the pavement as traffic will still need to use the roads. Only return to the
office once the fire marshals have informed you that it is safe to do so.
Please do not stop for jackets, bags, coffees or anything else you deem essential. The only
essential thing is you.
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first aid room
The school has its own First Aid room which is located on the ground floor just before the
turnstiles. It can be hard to locate as the door is the same material as the wall.
The primary use of this room is for students or staff who feel unwell and need to rest, be
given first aid treatment or a space to wait for an ambulance. Should you need use of this
room, please find a first aider to accompany you.

prayer room
As this room is not in constant use, the rooms secondary purpose is to be used as a quiet
room for praying or quiet reflection. It is open to all faiths. Please note that a medical
purpose may mean that you need to vacate at short notice.
If you would like to use this room for its secondary purpose, please speak with the Facilities
team at Reception as it is important to record who is using the room and for what purpose.
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social media & events
The Student Experience team are very active across social media.
We would highly recommend joining us on the Escape Studios Union
Facebook page as it is a communal hub of information for things such as:

Job opportunities.
Escape activities and social events.
Help needed or required from fellow students.
General industry posts such as links to VFX articles that people
may find interesting.
Facebook: Escape Studios Union

Twitter: EscapeUnion

Instagram: escape_union

LinkedIn: Escape Studios

We also have a Facebook
group called Escape Studios
Accommodation which is
available for anyone that
needs accommodation during
their stay with Escape.
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I LIKE TO
PARTY,

EVERYBODY

DOES!

Escape Studios expects you to study hard. But that does not
mean we do not want you to enjoy yourself as well. We often
run events throughout the year such as:
“Evening with”… talks
Gaming tournaments
Private screenings of blockbuster movies
Beer pong nights
Movie screenings
And much, much more!

HIGH holborn
AND THE LOCAL area
Please note that due to current circumstances, the
in-campus Cafe and some local businesses may be
closed. It is always best to check ahead of visiting.
Food and More Food
Studying and working all day can build up quite the appetite but luckily for you Holborn
can pretty much satisfy any food craving. Sadly, there is just too many food places to tell
you about so here would be our top 5 suggestions:
Is it fast food you want? Check. With a McDonalds, Burger King, and a student
favourite, Chicken Hub within 5 minutes you are sorted and should leave with
change for dessert.
Utilise the perks of being a student and grab yourself a Wasabi as they offer
student discount, just bring along your student card!
Has the student loan just come in and you fancy treating yourself to a lavish
lunch? Well, Holborn has you covered there too. There are many good options
within a 5 minute walk such as a Byron Burger, our local Nandos and, not to
mention, a Cabana!
If 5 minutes walk is too much to spare, there are two epic places to get food just
round the corner on Drury Lane. The first is Ecco Pizza, which is humble on size
but pretty epic on quality. The second is Drury, which is an amazing cafe who
serve good coffee, good organic food and the best cakes!
No meal is complete without something sweet, right..? Not only is there a Krispy
Kreme shop but there’s also the Old Dutch for any pancake or milkshake cravings.
With Chinatown close by, there is also plenty of opportunity to finish your lunch
with bubble tea!
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Oxford Street & Covent Garden
Do you need some retail therapy? Need to spend some cash in order to de-stress?
Whilst we wouldn’t advocate blowing all your money, if you do want to splash the cash in
moderation, then you have two of the most famous stretches of shopping at your doorstep
with many shops that will eagerly take your money. From Selfridges to a giant Topshop we
think it is safe to say you will not have projects on your mind...

Forbidden Planet - 4 min walk away.
The world’s largest and best known Sci-Fi,
fantasy and cult entertainment retailer.
Full of comics, manga, books, pops, statues and games.

THE BRITISH MUSEUM - 5 min walk away.
The British Museum showcases a huge assortment for global antiquities, including Egyptian
mummies and ancient Greek sculptures.

Cinemas
Picturehouse (Leicester Square) - 10 min walk.
Odeon (Leicester Square, Tottenham Court Road, Covent Garden) - 5-10 minute walk.
Vue (Leicester Square) - 10 min walk.
Cineworld IMAX (Leicester Square) - 10 min walk.
BFI IMAX - 20 min walk or 15 min on the northern line Tottenham Court Road to Waterloo

Parks
Bloomsbury Square Gardens - 4 min walk away.
Lincoln's Inn Fields - 5-7 min walk away.

Stationery
There are multiple stationery shops nearby such as Ryman Stationery Long Acre and the
London Graphic Centre for all your stationery and tracking marker needs!
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& The Loc
High Holborn

Good
luck!

